Manual for the Ingredients Search (by terminology) tool
Welcome!
In this manual, you will find explanations about how to check and use the
“Ingredients search (by terminology)” tool provided on our site
Food labeling data engine.
Link to the search tool：http://foodog.jp/hyouji-en/usrCheckTextSourceV2.php
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Basic search methods

1: First, open the search page below.
http://foodog.jp/hyouji-en/usrCheckTextSourceV2.php
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2: Then, type in the name of the ingredients(s)
you would like to review in the search field.
Example）Syrup, Lactose, Modified starch, Sodium caseinate, Potassium sorbate

Insert the ingredient name(s) to
be checked in the search field…

… and click here!

Multiple items search can be performed at once by adding "、" or a line break
between the ingredients.
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3: Search results appear right below the search
field.
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Interpreting the result(s)
4: Analyzing the search result(s).

To make them easier to interpret, Search results are displayed in two different colors.
Colour 1
Additives registered in Japan list of additive, and for which:
Standards of use are specified or
Use is not permitted in Japan (with case examples of crackdown).
The presence of these ingredients - and used quantities – determine whether the
product can be sold or not.
Colour 2
Additives registered in Japan list of additives or Ingredients considered to require
allergy related labelling.
These ingredients require extra attention while developing the food product label:
You will need to review how they have been used in the manufacturing process
and their precise nature.
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5: Understanding the points to be checked.
Get a grasp on the general picture thanks to the ingredient check items matrix.
Now you can review whether your food products labeling is conform to the points
displayed here.

Example）

・ The main allowed intends of use for Modified starch, Sodium caseinate and Potassium
sorbate additives are specified (the list is displayed).
Therefore you will review whether your current use of these ingredients is included in the list.

・ Standards of use (as additives) are established for Modified starch and Potassium sorbate.
You will need to review your product based on the check results information.

・ Sugar syrup and sodium caseinate may contain easy to overlook allergens.
Please re-check the specifications or contact the manufacturer/supplier should need be.
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Let us know your feedback/request!
Please contact us using below information in case you would like to inquire us about
the Foodog tool use, check results accuracy or other related issues!

Request form: http://foodog.jp/checker/contact/contact.html
Email:

helpdesk@foodog.jp
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